expectations of the traditional concert going audience, its political significance gained its creators the support of the Cuban revolutionary government.
This chapter opens with an overview of the aesthetic views held and circulated before the1959 revolution by composers Juan Blanco and Harold Gramatges. Their pre-1959 writings and activities anticipate the cultural policies of the revolutionary government, revealing a strong connection between pre-1959 leftist intellectuals and the post-1959 revolutionary cultural agenda. This is followed by a discussion of Blanco and Leo Brouwer's roles in promoting avant-garde and experimental music after 1959. Three compositions will serve as case studies: Brouwer's music for the 1968 critically acclaimed film Lucía, his orchestral work from 1967-69 La tradición se rompe…pero cuesta trabajo, and Juan Blano's 1963 electroacoustic work Estructuras.
The writings of Gramatges, Blanco, and Brouwer present a set of recurring and common concerns among Cuban composers: before 1959, Cuban composers' struggled to reach audiences due to the established cultural elite's preference and support of traditional and conventional music, ignoring contemporary music by Cuban and Latin American composers; after 1959, avant-garde music embodied the rebellious spirit of the Revolution and supported its ideology, composers gained access to the masses through government sponsored mass communication, and, according to the composers' writings, post-1959 audiences were more open and less prejudiced against new music because it becomes part of their everyday lives thanks to the Revolution. In spite of the rupture in political and socio-economic systems brought by the Cuban revolution, Cuban composers continued to promote new music as their predecessors, and themselves, had done in decades prior. Cuban composers engagement with avant-garde and experimental compositional approaches fulfilled the Cuban revolution's goals of shaping a socially conscious citizen, presented these composers as artistas comprometidos (artists committed to the new political ideology) who engaged with musical means of production prevalent in new music circles throughout the world, fulfilled the Revolution's internationalist aims as well as Cuban composers' aesthetic needs for experimentation, all while bringing avant-garde and experimental music to a larger section of the Cuban citizenry.
